Ice IV, made metastably at pressures of about 4 to 5.5 kb, has a structure based on a rhombohedral unit cell of dimensions a R = 760± I pm, a = 70.1 ±0.2', space group R 3c, as observed by x-ray diffraction at I atm, 110 K. The cell contains 12 water molecules of type I, in general position, plus 4 of type 2, with 0(2) in a special position on the threefold axis. The calculated density at I atm, 110 K is 1.272 ±O.OOS g cm -3. Every molecule is linked by asymmetric H bonds to four others, the bonds forming a new type of tetrahedrally-connected network. Molecules of type I are linked by 0(1)···0(1') bonds into puckered six-rings of3 symmetry, through the center of each of which passes an 0(2)···0(2') bond between a pair of type-2 molecules, along the threefold axis. The six-rings are linked laterally by type-2 molecules to form puckered sheets that are topologically similar to such sheets in ice I, but are connected to one another in a very different and novel way. One quarter of the intersheet bonds connect not directly between adjacent sheets but remotely, from one sheet to the second nearest sheet, through holes in the intervening sheet. These remote connections are the 0(2)···0(2') bonds, passing through the O(I)-type six-rings. The sheets are stacked in a sequence based on ice Ic, modified by reversal of the puckering to form the remote connections and by internal distortion of the sheets to complete the remaining intersheet bonds. Of the four nonequivalent H bonded 0···0 distance in the structure, two (279 and 281 ± Ipm) are only moderately lengthened relative to the bonds in ice I (275 pm), whereas the 0(1)···0(1') bond (288± Ipm) and 0(2)···0(2') bond (292± lpm) are lengthened extraordinarily. This is caused by repulsion between 0(1) and 0(2) at nonbonded distances of 314 and 329 pm in the molecular cluster consisting of the 0( I )-type six-ring threaded by the 0(2)···0(2') bond. The mean 0···0 bond distance of 283.3 pm, which is high relative to other ice structures except ice VII/VIII, reflects similarly the accommodation of a relatively large number (3.75 on average) of nonbonded neighbors around each molecule at relatively short distances of 310-330 pm. Bond bending in ice IV, as measured by deviation of the 0···0···0 bond angles from 109.5', is relatively low compared to most other dense ice structures. All H bonds in ice IV except 0(1)···0(1') are required to be proton-disordered by constraints of space-group symmetry. The x-ray structure-factor data indicate that 0(1)···0(1') is probably also proton-disordered. Ice IV is the only ice phase other than ice I and Ic to remain proton-disordered on quenching to 77 K. The increased internal energy of ice IV relative to ice V, amounting to about 0.23 kJ mol-', which underlies the metastability of ice IV in relation to ice V, can be explained structurally as a result of extra overlap and bond-stretching energy in ice IV, partially compensated by extra bond-bending energy in ice V. The structural relation between ice IV and ice I offers a possible explanation for the reduced barrier to nucleation of ice IV, as compared to ice V, in crystallizing from liquid water.
I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Ice IV is a high-pressure phase that has no field of outright stability but can form metastably within the stability field of ice V. It was discovered by Bridgman, 1 and its existence was verified 2 ,3 in experiments showing that its melting-point curve, as a function of pressure, is definitely distinguishable from the melting curves of ices Ill, V, and VI. Further physical characterization was made possible by successful quenching of samples The ice IV used in this investigation was made by Engelhardt and Whalley3 in the Division of Chemistry of the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, and preserved there in liquid nitrogen. We used material from sample S. 119, made from D 2 0 with a small amount of powdered tetrachloro-phthalic anhydride (TCPA) of ice IV to liquid nitrogen temperature and extraction to atmospheric pressure. 3 Infrared spectroscopic data from such samples have been reported. 4 We here report x-ray data and the results of an x-ray structure determination, which provide the most detailed characterization of ice IV thus far achieved. 5 The results are of interest in relation to questions of molecular rearrangement in hydrogen-bonded solids under pressure, hydrogen-bond distortion, proton order/disorder, and the structural basis for metastable crystallization. They augment existing structural information on ice polymorphism and its relation to the bonding characteristics of the water molecule. 6.7 a)Contribution No. 3272. This paper is also contribution N. R. C. 19653 from the National Research Council of Canada.
added as nucleating agent. The ice, immersed in liquid nitrogen, was broken into mm-size fragments which were loaded individually into Lindemann glass capillaries and then mounted and examined on a precession camera equipped to maintain the ice at 110 K in a stream of cold nitrogen gas. 8 Ten fragments were examined in this way, and of these, two were single crystals suitable for detailed crystallographic study. Crystal no. 1 was lost due to malfunction of the low-temperature apparatus, and most of the x-ray data were obtained from crystal no. 2. Rotation photographs made on the precession camera showed that all ten fragments gave the same xray powder pattern, which was identical to one obtained earlier from the same sample by L. D. Calvert. No powder lines from TCPA were detected. (570, 9) , (280,2), (180,1), and (130, 0.3) .
bm is the reflection multiplicity relative to that for the general h k l reflection taken as unity. Fe is from Table II . de is calculated for a rhombohedral cell with aR = 760 pm, O!R =70.1°.
phase. The observed intensities 10 and lattice spacings do were obtained from a flat film taken with Zr -filtered Mo Ka radiation by rotation of a polycrystalline sample with precession angle O.
The unit cell of ice IV, determined from precession photographs with Zr-filtered Mo Ka radiation of assumed wavelength 71.0 69 pm, is rhombohedral, with cell size (at 1 atm, 110 K) a R = 760 ± 1 pm, a R = 70.1 ± O. 2°. The corresponding hexagonal unit cell with volume three times the rhombohedral cell volume has dimensions a n =874±1 pm, c n =1705±3 pm. Table I shows that this cell and the single-crystal diffraction intensities account satisfactorily for the x-ray powder data.
Laue symmetry 3m was revealed by precession photographs from crystal no. 1, for which the three-fold axis was directly observed. Photographs from crystal no. 2 were compatible with this. The Laue symmetry, cell geometry, and systematic extinctions hhi for I odd define the space group uniquely as R3c.
Three -dimensional diffracted intensity data were collected with Zr-filtered Mo Ka radiation in 26 precession photographs of nine reciprocal lattice planes 9 with various exposure times. About 2600 individual intensity values were read visually and corrected for Lorentz and polarization factors in the usual way, 10 without absorption correction. The corrected intensities I from different films were scaled together through common reflections by a least-squares procedure, lla and I values of equivalent reflections were then averaged and converted by standard procedures to observed structure factors Fo on a preliminary, and later, a refined absolute scale. The latter values are listed in Table II 
where Imax is the upper limit of intensity that can be read from the photographic films. Here we is an "external weight" chosen as 1. 0, O. 5, or 0 on the basis of a qualitative judgement as to the reliability of the intensity value. W was taken to be 0 for reflections weaker than the detection limit and for very strong reflections; an asterisk in Table II indicates W = 0, there being 87 such reflections.
IV. STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
The rhombohedral unit cell of ice IV contains 16 water molecules, as determined in the following way. Bridgman'sl volumetric measurements on 0 2 0 ice IV at 5.4 kb, -6° C correspond to a density of 1. 38 g cm-3 at 1 atm, -175°C if the proportional change in density between the two P, T conditions is the same as for ice V, as estimated by Kamb et al. 12 This density corresponds to a cell content of 15.6 water molecules. Space group R3c requires that the cell content be an even number of molecules, so that 16 is indicated. The density calculated on this basis for H 2 0 ice IV at 1 atm, 110 K, under the assumption that the H 2 0 and 0 2 0 ices have the same dimenSions, is 1. 272±0. 005 gcm-3 • This corresponds, by reversal of the procedure used above, to a o 6 -2   230 260  640 587  643  620  328  299  459  406  240  264  211  207  928  814  265  257  283  311  237  222  74  30  1156 1172  979 1034  1447 1556  741  737  69  6  199  209  107  95  216  224  137  142  117  106  66  36  47  54 7* 2 5 8 2 5 9 2 6 -5 2 6 -4* 2 6 -3 2 6 -2 2 6 -1 2 6 6* 2 6 7 2 6 8 2 6 9 2 7 -4* 2 7 -2 2 7 -1 2 7 7 2 7 8 2 7 9* 2 8 -1 2 9 -1 3 3 -4 3 3 -2 3 3 4 3 3 6 3 3 8 3 4 -5 3 4 -4* 3 4 -3 3 4 -2 3 4 -1 3 4 5* 3 4 6 3 4 7 3 4 8* 3 4 9* 3 5 -5* 3 5 -4 3 5 -3* 3 5 -2* 3 5 -1* 3 5 6 3 5 7* 3 5 8 3 5 9 3 5 10* 3 6 -4 3 6 -3 3 6 -2 3 6 -1* 3 6 7* 3 6 8 3 7 -4* ~he asterisk indicates zero weight in structure refinement (see text). For unobserved reflections, the Fo value given is the detection limit. "The Fe values given are calculated for half-hydrogens in positions on oxygen-oxygen center lines (Table IV) and for 0(1) at position (0.3798, -0.1108.-0.2397) and 0(2) at (0. 08S6, O. 0856, O. 0856), which differ slightly from the final refined positions (Table  III) . h, k, 1 are rhombohedral indices.
calculated density 1. 320 gcm-J for H 2 0 tce Nat 5. 4 ~.
-6°C. The density based on x-ray measurements is thus, 2% higher than the value 1. 29 gcm-' based on Bridgman's volumetric measurements, 1 a situation similar to that found for ices V, VI, and VII. 12 Of the available positions for the oxygen atoms in space group R3'C, positions of types 2a, 2b. and 6d are ruled out because they lie at lattice points of 3, 32, and I symmetry, respectively, which are unsuitable if the water molecules are in tetrahedral coordination as in Table II 
V. STRUCTURE REFINEMENT
Least-squares refinement of oxygen coordinates and anisotropic temperature parameters, with omission of hydrogen atoms, converged to R = O. 078. The function minimized in the refinement is !;w 2 (.z;i _~)2, summed over the reflections in Table II 
VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE
The structure of ice IV is shown in Fig. 1 , as viewed along the hexagonal CH axis. OXygen atoms are shown as balls, and hydrogen bonds as connecting sticks. Hydrogen atoms are not shown. The oxygen atoms of type 0(2), which lie on three -fold axes, are shown displaced left and right from their actual positions so as to make visible the fact that there are bonded 0(2)' .. 0(2') pairs. The actual 0(2) positions are directly above and below the centers of symmetry, which are shown as small circles. The oxygen atoms that are not near marked centers of symmetry in Fig. 1 are all of type 0(1).
The structure depicted in Fig. 1 is a tetrahedrally linked network of hydrogen bonds in which each water molecule, represented by its oxygen atom, is hydrogen bonded to four others. This feature is present in all of the known ice structures. In ice IV, the bonds form a single network extending throughout the crystal. Ice IV is the densest ice phase in which high density is achieved with such a structure; in ices VI, VII, and VIII there are two separate, interpenetrating but not interconnecting bond networks (the "self-clathrate" feature I5 ).
Unlike several of the other ice structures, 15, 16 the bond network of ice IV has no analog among tetrahedrally linked frameworks in structures of Si0 2 or silicates.
The O(l)-type atoms are bonded together in puckered six-rings of '3 symmetry, five of which are visible in Fig. 1 . Similar six-rings occur in ice I and several other ice structures. The extent of puckering, as measured by the departure of individual atoms from the mean plane of the six-ring, is considerably less in ice IV (17 pm) than in ice I (46 pm), and somewhat less than in ice TI on average (31, 13 pm for two nonequivalent Six-rings). No smaller rings are present, in contrast to ices III, V, and VI, which contain five-and four -rings. 12, 15, 16 Though the center of each O(l)-type six-ring (marked by a symmetry center in Fig. 1 ), along the three-fold axiS, runs an H-bond between a pair of 0(2)-type atoms that lie symmetrically above and below the ring. This structural motif of eight atoms, an 0(1 )-type six-ring with an 0(2)-type pair bonded through the ring's center, is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Two such motif units make up the contents of the rhombohedral unit cell. follow the traces of the aH axes; for example, one at height cH/4 runs straight down from the upper to the lower corner of the hexagonal cell. The atoms that occur in pairs at heights ±08/100 above and below the symmetry centers are of type 0(2). They are shown displaced slightly left and right from their exact positions on the threefold axes, so that the bonded 0(2) • .. 0(2') pairs can be seen. All other atoms are of type 0(1). For clarity, not all atoms in a unit cell (either rhombohedral or hexagonal) are plotted. Decimal numbers show H-bond lengths in A..
A related structural motif occurs in ice V, where a bond between atoms of type 0(4) threads through the center of an eight-ring, 1 the ring center being again a center of symmetry. The noteworthy feature of these ring threadings in ice IV and V is that the atoms that bond through the ring center do not bond directly to the ring; they are linked to it only indirectly, through two or more intervening atoms. Thus, in ice IV, the shortest connection from each 0(2) atom to its adjacent sixring is via two intervening 0(1 )-type atoms (as can be seen in Fig. 2) , there being by symmetry three such connections; and in ice V, the shortest connections are again via two intervening atoms, there being two such connections from each 0(4) atom to the adjacent eightring. In the self -clathrate structures, bonds of one framework thread through rings in the other, and there is no bonding connection at all between the two; in ice VI the smallest rings threaded are eight-rings, while in ices VII and VIII they are six-rings. Ring threading in the sense just considered is not found in ice phases less dense than ice V. Its appearance in ices IV and V seems thus to be a feature transitional to the self-clathrate type of structure found in the densest ice phases.
The way in which the structural motif (six-ring plus 0(2)-type bonded pair) is linked outward to others to form a three-dimensional bond framework can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 and is shown in stereoscopic view in Fig. 3 . Every O(l)-type atom in the six-ring bonds laterally outward to an 0(2)-type atom of a separate motif unit; reCiprocally, each 0(2)-type atom links together three six-rings of separate motif units; collectively these linkages form bonded layers, as shown in Fig. 4 . Every 0(1 )-type atom also sends a bond either upward or downward to another O(l)-type atom in a separate six-ring at a height ± c H I6 above or below the first. These 0(1) ... O(l'II)-type bonds, of which the ones labeled "2. 805" in Figs. 1 and 2 are examples, are centered on two-fold axes. Together with the 0(2) ... 0(2')-type bonds, they link the structural layers (Fig. 4) together in the general direction of the CH axis.
Although the structure of ice 1111 is based on a bond framework in the same space group (R3c) as ice IV, there is no intimate relationship between the two struc- 3 . Stereoscopic view of a portion of the ice IV structure, seen at a high angle to the hexagonal cH axis, which runs up and down in the diagram and is tilted about 10° out of the plane of the paper. The diagram includes five O(1)-type six-rings and associated 0(2)-type pairs bonded through the ring centers along the cH axis. From the uppermost to the lowermost ring is cH/2, and from the uppermost ring to the ring most in front is aR' tures, the only common feature being the presence of puckered six-rings of 3" symmetry. In ice II, these rings are bonded one above the other as in ice I to form hexagonal columns parallel to c H , which is a bond arrangement very different from that in ice IV, as explained in the next section.
VII. RELATIONSHIP TO ICE Ie STRUCTURE
The structural layers emphasized by the representation in Fig. 4 are topologically identical to the puckered FIG. 4 . Parts of the structure of ice IV, isolated so as to emphasize the structural layers in planes perpendicular to the cH axis. Orientation and conventions are as in Fig. 1 , except that the 0(2)-type atoms are shown in their actual positions rather than laterally displaced as in Fig. 1 . On the left is shown the bonded layer centered at height cH/3, and on the right the layer at c H /2 is shown separately, each layer in relation to the hexagonal unit cell as marked with light lines. hexagonal layers in the structure of Ice I (parallel to the basal plane) and of ice Ic (parallel to {HI}). Thesimilarity is accentuated if the 0(1 )-type six-rings are rotated ± 12° around the CII axis, producing the bond pattern in Fig. 5 . We now show that there is a detailed, though circuitous, relationship between the ice IV and ice Ic structures, whose recognition aids geometrical comprehension and brings out a particularly remarkable feature of the ice IV structure.
The relationship is developed by deriving the ice IV structure from ice Ic in the sequence of steps in Figs. 6-8. Figure 6 shows the cubic ice Ic structure in relation to an equivalent hexagonal unit cell, which the cubic geometry permits, the projection plane being the (111) plane of the cubic cell. Parts of three puckered hexagonallayers are shown, centered at heights c H /6, cH/3, and cH/2 in relation to a hexagonal CH axis that is of length 22 A in the undistorted ice Ie structure and contracts to 17 A in going over to the ice IV structure (Figs. 7 and 8). To go from the arrangement in Fig. 6 to that in Fig. 7 , all of the bonds parallel to the CH axis, between the hexagonal layers, are broken and the puckering of all layers is reversed, which is shown in Fig. 7 by the changed assignment of height coordinates (whose numerical values are chosen so that the puckering represented is the same as that in ice Ic when the coordinates refer to a 17 A C H axis). After the reversal of puckering, it becomes possible to form a new C rparallel bond from the uppermost to the lowermost layer, passing through the center of a puckered six-ring of the intervening middle layer, as shown in the left-hand part of the unit cell in Fig. 7 . For this bond to shorten to a length of about 2. 9 A, the two atoms involved have to approach one another by moving farther out of the planes of their respective layers, as-shown by the change in height coordinates following the arrows in Fig. 7 .
The formation of the bond linking two nonadjacent structural layers and passing through the intervening layer is a remarkable structural feature, not previously described in a layer structure, as far as we are aware; This bond is the 0(2) .•• 0(2')-type bond described in the previous section. Only one such bond is shown in Fig.  7 because. of the limited extent of the lowermost layer as drawn, but every 0(2) •.. 0(2')-type bond in the structure is identical and is formed in the same way.
The final step leading to ice IV, shown in Fig. 8 , is to complete the reconnection of the previously separated layers by forming additional interlayer bonds, shown dashed in Fig. 7 . This is accomplished by 'counterrotation of six-rings in adjacent layers, which shortens the dashed distances to H-bond lengths. The new interlayer bonds are of the type earlier called 0(1)'" 0(1'''), centered on two-fold axes. The six-rings that rotate are those not constrained by the 0(2) ... 0(2' )-type interlayer bonds previously formed; after rotation they become identifiable as the 0(1 )-type six-rings described earlier. The intervening six-rings of the puckered hexagonal layers become markedly elliptical (see Fig. 4 ).
Because of the rotation of six-rings in opposite directions (+ and -) in alternate layers, the layer stacking sequence of type ABCABC. " inherited from the cubic structure of ice Ic becomes modified to A+B"C+A"B+C-.... As a result, the eN axial repeat in the IV involves six layers.
VIII. HYDROGEN BONDING AND MOLECULAR PACKING
Hydrogen bonds in the ice IV structure, as in other ice structures, 6 are recognizable as O· .. 0 distances that group in the range from 275 to about 290 pm and that as a group are distinctly set off from distances longer than about 320 pm. The presence of four such distances in roughly tetrahedral orientation around each oxygen atom, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, confirms their identification as H-bonded linkages and conforms to the abundantly observed tetrahedral H-bonding character of the water molecule in ice structures and hydrates. H bonding in ice IV is indicated also by spectroscopic evidence. 4 Detailed characteristics of the H bonds in ice IV at 1 atm pressure are given in Fig. 2 and Tables V and VI. The H -bond lengths, listed as group 1 in Table V and identified in Fig. 2 , ate noteworthy in the presence of two extraordinarily long bonds, those of lengths 288 and 292 ± 1 pm. These are the longest bonds in any of the ice phases except VII and VITI, which contain bonds of length 295 pm (at 1 atm). Aside from these, the longest bond in any of the other ice phases is one of length 286. 7 pm in ice V. 12 The mean bond length for ice IV (weighted by the bond multiplicities listed in Table V ) is 283.3 pm; this is the largest of the mean bond lengths in all of the ice phases except VII and VITI. 6 The probable cause of the long H bonds in ice IV is the presence of short non-H-bonded contacts between the molecules in the structure, at distances short enough that significant intermolecular repulsion operates. The particularly short nonbonded oxygen-oxygen distances are listed in group 2 of Table V. The 0(1 )-0(2) distance of 314 pm is distinctly shorter than the shortest nonbonded oxygen-oxygen distances in other ice phases (again excepting VII and VIll), namely, 324 pm in ice II and 328 pm in ice V. The remaining group-2 distances in Table  V are comparable to these shortest distances in other phases. The bipyramidal geometry of the short nonbonded contacts in the eight-molecule motif unit in Fig.  2 is such that if intermolecular repulsion operates at distances of 314 and 329 pm, it will force a stretching of the 0(2).··0(2') bond, and also of the 0(1)···0(1')-type bonds in the six-ring. This explains qualitatively the observed lengthening of these bonds.
The magnitude of the bond stretching can be examined quantitatively with use of the overlap energy function aerived from experimental data on ice VII. 1 If the eight-molecule motif is treated as an isolated mechanical unit, if the bond-stretching energy function derived for ice 1 18 is used, and if results are calculated on the basis of an assumed van der Waals interaction constant l8 c = 11. 7 kJ mole-I, then for the observed nonbonded contact distances of 314 and 329 pm the predicted lengths of the 0(2)'" 0(2') and 0(1)· .. 0(1') bonds are 286 and 279. 5 pm, which fall considerably short of the observed values 292 and 288 pm. The discrepancy may have several contributory factors: (1) bond bending may increase the unstretched equilibrium bond length and may weaken the bond -stretching force constant; (2) the overlap potential function, derived and tested for ice VII over the nonbonded O· .. 0 distance range 286 to 295 pm, 18 may not extrapolate accurately enough to distances in the range 310-330 pm; (3) other forces, from outside the eight-molecule unit, may contribute Significantly to the bond lengths. A similar situation was noted in the case of bond stretching in ice n. 18 As has been recognized in the other dense ice phases, S the accommodation of increasing numbers of nonbonded molecular neighbors at relatively short distances is the geometrical feature by which increased molecular packing density is achieved in these tetrahedrally Hbonded structures. Increased packing density leads to progressive lengthening of the H bonds because of repulsion between the nonbonded near neighbors and because of bond bending. Ice IV conforms to this pattern and, next to ice VII/VIII, represents an extreme in terms of lengthening of the mean bond distance (discussed above) and in terms of the number of nonbonded neighbors at distances less than 330 pm. The water molecules in ice VII/VIII have four nonbonded neighbors in the distance range 280-315 pm. In ice IV, the water molecules have, on average, 3.75 neighbors in the distance range 310-330 pm, whereas in ice II they have only one such and in the other ices fewer than one. Sla) Distances in the range 330-350 pm only partly redress this difference, except for ice VI, in which each water molecule has, on average, 8. 25 neighbors at about 350 pm. At this distance, the intermolecular repulsion has evidently decreased enough that, in spite of their large number, the effect of these contacts in stretching the bonds (average length 281 pm in ice VI) is less than that of the smaller number of shorter contacts in ice IV.
With regard to hydrogen -bond bending, ice IV is also intermediate between ice VII/VIII and the other dense ice structures. The O' .. O· .. 0 bond angles, which provide a basic constraint on H-bond bending, are listed for ice IV in Table VI and illustrated in Fig. 2 . A substantial departure from ideal tetrahedral coordination geometry is seen in the deviation of the bond angles from the tetrahedral value 109.5°. While there are no angles near 109.5° (or near 104.5°, the H-O-H angle of the free water molecule), there are also no extreme deviations, the largest being for the angles 88° and 128°. An overall measure of bond bending in ice structures is « (68)2) 
IX. PROTON DISORDER
Order/disorder in the water-molecule orientations, often called proton order/disorder, plays a widespread and important role in the ice phases. 6 • 19 It is made possible by the asymmetric character of the hydrogen bond for bond lengths of order 250 pm and larger, the proton in such a bond having two alternative sites located about 100 pm from each end of the O· •. 0 linkage. On the basis of entropy estimates, ice IV is proton-disordered under the conditions of its formation at high pressure. 17 ,20 As observed at 110 K in the present work, ice IV is at least partly proton-disordered, and probably is completely proton-disordered. The evidence for this is as follows.
In the ice IV structure, the center of symmetry at the center of the 0(2)' .. 0(2'} bond and the two -fold axis passing through the center of the 0(1}' .. 0(1''') bond constrain these bonds to be fully proton-disordered (occupancy probabilities PI = ~ for the proton sites near both ends of the bonds). The constraint on the 0(2)· .. 0(2') bond, combined with the sum constraint on the P" s around 0(2) and the symmetry constraint by the threefold axis through 0(2), requires PI = ~ for the proton site adjacent to 0(2) in the 0(2) ... 0(1'") bond, and therefore requires full proton disorder for this bond also. These symmetry constraints are required by the space group R-gc, which is unequivocally indicated by the x-ray diffraction data. Any relaxing of the symmetry constraints would necessitate a departure from this space group, which would in turn necessitate giving up at least two of the three c glide planes. Experience with ices n, V, and VI shows that whenever such a symmetry element is given up in the process of proton ordering, the symmetry violation has always proved to be detectable with x rays, even if only weakly. The lack of detectable violation of the c glide planes in ice IV therefore argues strongly for the validity of the symmetry constraints requiring proton disorder.
Only the P,'s in the bonds of type 0(1)···0(1'), forming the six-ring, are not constrained by symmetry to be proton disordered. Because of the 3" symmetry of the six-ring and the sum constraint on the P.-s in each bond, a single independent PI suffices to describe the state of proton order/disorder in the six-ring. We take it to be P s , the PI at site H(6) ( Table IV ).
An indication as to the value of P s was obtained from the x-ray data .as follows. After refinement of the oxygen coordinates and introduction of protons with PI = ~ at all of the centerline sites, a refinement of Fs was carried out, starting from the value P s = O. 5, keeping P 7 = 1 -P s , and holding all positional and thermal parameters fixed. The refinement gave P s = 0.46 ± 0.07. A second refinement, starting from P a = L 0, converged to the same result. Although the constraint on P a provided by the structure factors from x-ray diffraction is necessarily weak, these results imply that the six-ring is probably proton disordered.
If ice IV is fully proton disordered, as the above reasoning (and also spectroscopic evidence') indicates, then it is the only ice phase other than ice I and Ic to remain fully, or even largely, proton disordered on quenching to 77 K. This noteworthy attribute may be due at least in part to the lack in the ice IV structure of any O' .. O· .. 0 bond angles very near to 104.5°, which would be especially favorable energetically for H-O-H occupancy, or to the lack of any angles differing extremely from 104.5°, which would be particularly unfavorable.
X. METASTABILITY
The structural basis for the metastable occurrence of ice IV consists of (1) the molecular interaction energetics and packing by means of which ice IV achieves a free energy only slightly higher than ice V and (2) the structural controls on crystal nucleation that allow ice IV to crystallize more readily than the stable phase.
The small free energy difference 21 of about O.JO kJ mo!"1 from ice V to ice IV near 5 kb is achieved by offsetting a higher internal energy for ice IV with stabilization due to its higher density. The AE from ice V to ice IV is O. 27 ± O. 05 kJ mol-1 as estimated from AG and the PA V and TAS stabilization contributions, 21 or 0.21 kJ mol-1 as esttmated 22 independently from Engelhardt and Whalley's3 observation that AH = 0 for the ice IV -ice V transition at 4. 6 kb.
A structural baSis for the experimentally estimated AE is provided by the increased number of nonbonded near neighbors in ice IV at distances where overlap dominates van der Waals energy, and by the related increase in H-bond-stretching energy. A quantitative evaluation, based on the bond-stretching, overlap, and van der Waals potentials applicable to ice vn, 18 suggests that these effects are more than sufficient to account for the AE. The increase in bond-stretching energy, calculated from the observed H-bond lengths in the ice IV and ice V structures, is O. 48 kJ mort. Since most of the overlap and van der Waals energy is associated with the shortest nonbonded distances, we consider the distances in group 2 of Table V and make a comparison between these and an equal number of nonbonded distances in ice V, starting from the shortest and working outward until reaching the same total number of distances (3.75 around each water molecule, on average). If the energy contributions associated with these distances are calculated on the basis of a van der Waals interaction constant c = 11. 7 kJ mol-I and corresponding overlap interaction constantlB b = 16. 7 kJ mol-I, the AE contribution for ice IV relative to ice V is O. 73 kJ mol-to The total calculated AE contribution, 1. 21 kJ mol-!, is much larger than the AE estimated experimentally. This indicates that if the formulation of potential energy as a function of interatomic distance!B is even roughly correct, ther.e must be i:najor additional Sources of intermolecular interaction which to a large extent offset the calculated increase. A contribution of this type comes from H-bond bending, because the extent of bond bending is less in ice IV than in ice V (Sec. VIII). The appropriate bond-bending force constant probably lies between a value 2. 5 J mort deg-2 , based on the observed dependence 23 of internal energy on «(08)2) and a value 21. 7 J mol-1 deg-2 , based on molecular libration frequencies and on the elastic shear modulus of ice 1. 23 The corresponding range of values for the AE contribution from bond bending, based on «(08)2> values from Table VII, is -o. 23 to -2. 0 kJ mol-!. Within the wide range of uncertainty here, the calculated t.E contributions can account for the experimentally estimated t.E, but because this has to be achieved by the near cancellation of large contributions, its structural basis cannot yet be considered well evaluated quantitatively.
In view of the complexity of the heterogeneous nucleation phenomenon for ice, 24 a simple structural explanation for the reduced barrier to nucleation of ice IV as compared to ice V cannot be expected. 3 If, as has been argued, 25 heterogeneous nucleation is accomplished by monolayers of water molecules adsorbed on solid surfaces, one is tempted to suggest that, because of the structural relation of ice IV to ice I, the presence of adsorbed ice-I-type hexagonal molecular sheets inherited from sample preparation at low pressure may provide a nucleation advantage to ice IV. The structural role of TCPA in nucleating ice IV cannot be based on a simple crystallographic relationship, because the unit cell of TCPA 26 is entirely different in dimensions and symmetry from that of ice IV. However, we find fair to good lattice-dimensional correspondence between ice IV and TCPA for two pairs of crystallographic planes, as shown in Table VIII . Because lattice -dimensional match has been shown to playa role in the nucleation of ice 1,24 it is possible that the relationships shown in Table  VIll , or other such relationships not yet discovered, are of Significance in the nucleation of ice IV by TCPA.
